.Haryana City Gas Distribution (Bhiwadi) Limited
Become a CNG Dealer
CNG – CNG is natural gas that is compressed to high pressures so that large volumes can be stored in small
space like CNG Cylinders to enhance Storage capacity. CNG is used as a fuel in automobiles. Natural Gas
is compressed & dispensed as an automobile fuel to onboard CNG cylinders of vehicles at a pressure of 200
bar(g). CNG is substantially economical and Eco- friendly than the conventional liquid auto fuel such as
diesel & petrol.
HCGDBL is a company authorized by PNGRB supplying CNG through CNG stations in Bhiwadi.
Considering the increased demand of CNG by the commuters and to provide better service to public,
HCGBDL is planning to set up new CNG stations in the areas of Bhiwadi, Khushkhera, Tapukara and other
potential areas within CGD Bhiwadi Geographical Area.

Anyone having commercial, agriculture or any other land with the following requirement please
feel free to contact us:









The plot should have a clear and undisputed title for setting up CNG station
The plot should be around 1200 to 1500 Sq. mtrs. and have around 40 mtrs. frontage
The plot should be on minimum 30 mtrs. wide road connected to the main road or sector road.
There should not be any high tension line above the land/plot.
Land should not be the part of right at way of government road or NH road.
The land/plot of CNG should be minimum 100 Mtrs. away from road intersection.
The land/plot shall be minimum 50 mtrs. away from Hospital / Electric sub-station / Religious places.
Feasibility of the proposed Land / Site will be inspected by HCGDBL team.

 Owner of land shall obtain approval of Change in Land Use purpose of the proposed land / plot
from concern Government authority for setting up of CNG station, if the land / plot is found feasible
and Letter of Intent issued by HCGDBL to the party.
Anyone wants to get associated with HCGDL for setting up a CNG stations kindly provide following details;
1. Name :
2. Contact Details:
3. Location of land:
4. Area of Land:
Note: Land papers to be attached.

For any further details feel free to contact us;
Walk in: TA 318-324, 3rd Floor,
R-Tech Capital Highstreet,
Phool Bagh Chowk, NH-919,
Dharuhera-Sohna Road,
Bhiwadi, Rajasthan – 301019
E-mail:

ccbhiwadi@haryanacitygas.com

Call us:

01493-220170 (Monday to Friday : 09:30 a.m. to 06:00 p.m.)

